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Perfect randomness…
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\[ S \xrightarrow{\text{next}} S', R \]

\[ S, I \xrightarrow{\text{refresh}} S' \]

Entropy?

Accumulated entropy

\[ H(S') \approx H(S) + H(I) \]
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Gathers entropy as it comes

But....
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How do we deal with this?
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Option 2: Estimate Entropy

But we can’t estimate entropy....
Option 3: Prove Impossibility
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But it’s possible....
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- Formal model (very strong security notion)
- Provably secure construction in this model
  - Inspired by Fortuna
  - Proof in standard model (from OWF)
- Attacks on prior constructions
- Formal analysis of and improvement of Fortuna
  - Secure in limited setting
  - Doubled entropy efficiency
Thanks!

OMG! YAY! CAKE!

I'm totally gonna eat you too!